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Have you seen Silverspoon lately?
by Pro Schleazo
Saff Writer
In an attempt to squash rumors and
dash hopes that UMO president Saul
Silverspoon has disappeared, the
administration called a press confer-
ence yesterday.
Rumors of Silverspoon's possible
disappearance spread when the Al-
most Daily Maine Campus ran a front
page article headlined "Where have
you gone Silverspoon?" last Monday.
Speculation of Silverspoon's where-
abouts escalated when Student Gov-
ernment president Left Bills discov-
ered a dummy sitting in Silverspoon's
chair.
Bills had taken a limousine from the
Memorial Union Tuesday to Alumni
Hall to speak with Silverspoon about
the shortage of paper clips in the
senate. Bills was reportedly so
outraged, that he managed to get past
the president's 13 secretaries who
were all saying that Silverspoon was
busy. Several attempted body blocks.
but Bills ran over them.
When Bills charged into the office,
he saw a dumrq, ,Ireed as
Silverspoon, with a phone glued to his
ear looking out the window.
"Of course I was shocked," said
Bills. "The only thing I could think of
was that Silverspoon really is a
dummy."
During the press conference held in
Silverspoon's office, the president's
aid, Another Yesman, said rumors of
the president's disappearance are
'absolutely false" and hinted they my
have been started by "members of
MPAC or other communists."
Yesman said the president has a
very busy schedule and doesn't have
time for silly tasks such as ensuring
UMO provides a quality education.
"That's not the president's job." said
Yesman. "Actually, his lob is to raise
Residua Strife wants all
royalties to oval throne
by Dead Pansy
Staff Writer
In an effort to raise money and
•strengthen the alcohol policy, Resi-
dual Strife has decided to install pay
toilets in the dormitories next semes-
ter.
Residual Strife Director Boss
Gorearty said, "It's come to the point
_where a decent guy like me can't make
a buck. These kids are violating the
alcohol policy. They'd rather drink
themselves quietly into submission in
their dorm rooms that hire my catering
service. You just can't win anymore.
It's time to toilet train the scums."
Goriarty said the pay toilets should
be ready by next semester. He said
President Silverchin has expressed
support for the plan. "The president
and I have discussed the matter and
we both agreed the $1.19 fee is
reasonable," Goriarty said. "I can't
wait to hear the stories about thoselittle geeks fondling their genitals
because they don't have enough
money to go pee."
Student Senator Ralph Gullet said
the student senate is ready to appeal
to the Board Of Crustees to block the
decision. Gullett said the senate has
authorized a petition drive to start
immediately. The petition states:
"We the student body of sound minds
and firm bodies think the Idea for pay
toilets is dumb. Goriarty is a bad man.
We don't like him."
Gullett said the petition is packed
with complicated and powerful lan-
guage. I think the petition drive was a
stroke of genius." Gullett said. "The
student senate will fight to the death if
it has to."
However. Gullett said the senate
has advised resident directors to order
additional mops to be placed in all
dormitory bathrooms.
"We can expect some big puddles
of urine on a Saturday night if those
toilets are installed," Gullett said.
Goriarty said he believes students
will accept the idea of pay toilets
without any hostility. He said
Resident Assholes (R.A.'s) will per-
sonally scold any student who soils his
or her sheets. If the student wets his
oher bed a second time, Goriarty said,
"We'll hang the damn sheets out the
window until the student can raise
enough money to use the bathroom
before he or she goes to bed. It's all a,
question of priorities."
Goriarty went on to compare college
students to dogs. "A college student
is like a small puppy," he said. ' 'He'll
crap all over the house until he's
properly trained. I don't think our
students are even paper trained."
79 19.4)
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money so that he and the Board of
Trustees can get another well de-
served pay raise.
"Matter of fact, right now your
president is on a fundraising mis-
sion," he said. Yesman said
Silverspoon is opt of the country but
doesn't knowexactly where. "I'd like
to be able to tell you, but I'm not even
sure. He was planning on going to
Mexico. Columbia, and Jamaica to
make a deal concerning agricultural
goods to be sold in Maine," he said.
Yesman said he didn't know where
or when Silverspoon would return.
"All 1 know is he said he'd be flying
back in a small plane and would land
somewhere in Maine..„probably in afield -S—othewhere.
'Yesman said Silverspoon had
promised to "raise a bundle."
In other news announced at the
press conference, the Vice Presidentfor Academic Affairs, Ricardo
Bowwow, said he had little to report.
"There are few affairs in progress
at this time of the semester,"
Bowwow said. "Understandably, the
teachers are tired and busy and reallydon't have time for a fling or two. It's
especially difficult for the marriedfaculty who now find their timeincreasingly taken up by upcoming
finals and papers, plus family respon-
sibilities." he said.
Bowwow said it would be unfair to
expect the faculty to be able to muster
enough energy to engage in affairs at
this time of year. "I expect this Our
statistics from past years indicate the
same trend. Affairs are widespread in
Sept. and Oct. and then taper off
slowly until December, when they
drop dramatically. But they'll pick up
when we returin in January," he said.
Yesman also read a statement from
the chairman of the Council of
Colleges, Letz Sensor, saying the COC
would now conduct their meetings in
sign language.
In the press release, Sensor said the
use of sign language was not an
attempt to confuse the public About
what the Council is doing, but "is an
effort to reduce the awful noise level at
those meetings."
He said he also hoped using sign
language would shorted some of thelengthy and "somewhat boring"
speeches that faculty and administra-
tors make. "We figure it's a known
fact their tongues don't get tired so we
thought maybe their hands would give
out earlier. We're certainly hoping
so," he said.
An unnamed source close to the
COC, said she heard the plans to use
sign language was an attempt to
confuse the press, "They know mostjournalists are still trying to get a
handle on the English language and
are too lazy or dumb to attempt
learning sign," she said.
When asked how the faculty and
administration managed to learn sign
language, she said they each had
personalized and secret sessions in the
speech department.
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Secret Santas baffle UMO Campus Police
By Dan Bobbleson
Staff Writer
Chancellor McFarty reported at a
press conference yesterday_ that a
terrorist band of Secret Santas is
sweeping campus, causing widespread
destruction and instilling fear in the
••campus community.
"The terrorists are trying to
destabilize the university at this critical
point before finals week," said
McFarty.
Sources close to the president's
office said that President Silverfish is
taking precautionary measures to
guard against a possible coup.
Th'ere seems to' be no pattern in the
Secret Santa sweep of campus. The
inCidents reported are as fellows:
A female sophomore who wished to
remain anonymous reported that while
studying in the third floor stacks of the
library, she heard Christmas bells.
When she looked up, two men in Santa
Claus suits exposed themselves,
"They were wearing studded leather
belts and had chains around their
necks. I passed out and that's the last
thing I remember," she said.
McFarty said that the FBI has been
called in and the UMO Police
Department alerted to be on. the
lookout for a band of young men who
are roaming the campus, sometimes in
A recorder has been turned
into the Music Dept. It was left in
one of the rooms. Information
can be obtained by stopping in
the Music Office, 123 Lord Hall.
Lost: a blue notebook in 206
Little Hall. Reward offered.
Contains 2 term papers. Vital to
owners graduation. Call 581-7663
$5.00 REWARD: Green,
University of Maine, notebook
lost with psychology and
sociology notes in it. Please
return to Todd Hackett, 337
Dunn Hall. Lost in 216
Boardman. Please return before
Dec. 10, Thank you.
BREAK-A
-WAY: Bermuda,
$338, ot Nassau, 1339!!! See
Millie or Perry at the Memorial• .
1...
, 
nion Information Center or call
7035!
Rev. Jack Benson will be
speaking in Drumend Chapel,
2nd floor of the Memorial
Union, Friday Dec. 10, 7:30 p.m.
All are welcome, it will be a time
of singing, praising and
worship. Please Come.
CAMPUS
CRIER
Sublet Large 1 Bedroom, Jan-
June, Wood floors, Fireplace,
e Furn. Bangor, No Pets. Call 942-
8102.
Christmas Trees
Nursery Select Balsam Fir-
3 Main Street, Orono, (down-
town by the bridge) December 10,
4:00-8:00 p.m.; December II &
12, 9:00 a.rri.-5:00 p.m. Price- $8
and up. 866-2518, 866-3248 after
4:00 p.m.
'72 Chevrolette Impala 4-door,
48,000 miles. Body needs work.
Asking $500. 989-7153.
FOR SALE:
1972 Volkswagon. New tires,
reconditioned engine. Need
money to return to school. $700
or best offer. Call Nancy or
Sandra at 866-5631.
THE GREATEST SKI TRAVELOGUE OF ALL TIME
, DICK BARRYMORE'S
Tonight \
VAGABOND
SKIERS
Raffle of one pair Rossignol
•
X-Country skis from theSki Rack and
5 Sugarloaf Day Passes
friday, December 10th, 7:30 p.m.
Hauck Auditorium
UMO Student $2.00 General Public $3.00
Co-Sponsored by the SEA and
Student Activities
Santa Claus drag.
Silverfish reported to police that last
night at his Christmas party,seven
Santa Clauses ran through the main
parlor, tipping glasses of champagne
breaking cnina, stripping off their
clothes and spraying silly string into
Nancy Silverfish's coiffure. They
wrote "Secret Santa Lives" on the
walls with red cookie frosting.
Bill Prostrate, assistant director of
police and safety, refuses!comment and
does not speculate on leads or identities
of the Secret Santas.
Board of Mistrustees approve
which season will come next
by Melon-choly Baby
Staff Windbag
The UMaSne Board of Mistrustees
gave, final approval Thursday to a
revised academic calendar which slates
the fall semester to start :n May and the
spring semester to be split in two
sessions starting in October.
The UMO Council of Cobwebs and
President Saul Goldwoman both--
supported the move and recommended
it to the Mistrustees. Goldwoman said
he has been the object of much
pressure from the Maine Ski Industry
to give students extended vacations in
the winter, so they can help staff the
ski resorts.
"We decided to alter the calendar to
suit the winter tourist business because
we have been catering to the summer
tourist business for a long time now,''
Goldwoman said. 'It is the only fair
thing to do."
Lloyd Bingham, director of
Sugarbread Mountain ski resort said
the move will help him with staff
problems he has had in she past. "In
past years we have had real problems
with retaining workers, especially near
the end of the season. You see, it get
pretty darn cold up here and half the
staff ends up freezing to death. Then
we're stuck with 80 feet of snow, tons
of skiiers but no one to run the ropes,
lifts, sell the mittens or serve the
drinks. It puts us in a hell of a mess,"
Bingham said.
"With 10,000 students attending
UMO, we should have a,steady flow ot
workers coming to us for jobs as the
previous ones get lost in the woods or
become petrified while taking a leak
outdoors," he said. Student staff lives
in- platform tents and uses outdoor
showers and outhouses provided for-
them.
Students' reaction to the calendar
which will force them to attend school
during the summer ,,has been varied.
'I'm transferring,' said Lynne
.Beehop, a sophomore whale studies
major. 'The action of the Mistrustees is
just ridiculous. They would never do a
thing like this at the 17 other schools
I've attended."
Bo McFinnis said he is happy with
the schedule which will run from May
to August and then begin again in
October for one month and ressime in
late February. "Hey, ya know, things
like this happen. I'm not too upset
about it, in fact I'm pretty ecstatic. It
will give me a chance to accomplish my
goal, to break the world record for
-building snowmen," he said.
Reaction was more severe 'Thursday
morning, as a group of reporters from
the Maine Campus burned the
president's house to the ground. "He
doesn't seem to read our editorials, so
• we wanted to take some real action,'
said Slim Lice, mismanagement editor.
Business people in the coastal town
of Bah Habah have expressed
displeasure at the Mistrustees'
decision. "We are unsure of how this
will effect Lis," said Joe Jumpshot,
owner of a local pub. "We can draw
from students from other schools, but
the UMO kids are such heavy drinkers,
we're afraid our profits will take a nose
dive."
ATTRACTIVE
There are several features about this 3 bedroom Orono house' that make it
attractive: eye appealing style and design, excellent care and maintenance of
property, natural woodwork, carpeted living room, formal dining room
with built-in china closet, glassed-in-porch, new vinyl siding, wood stove
tied in with oil furnace, deep lot with garden space, 90 percent assumable
mortgage, dead-end street, steps away from UMO. Great price: $48,500.00.
Eves/wknds: Paula Page 827-5479, Helen Buzzell 827-3433, John
DeGaribody 827-3619, Rose French 1-943-2688, Louis Soule 866-4060.
BRADFORD
Orono 866-5571
toll free 1-800-452-8783, Ext. F664 REALTOR
out of state 1-800-341-8720, Ext. F664
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Hannibal Horrors get burnt at ho
by Dike Hard-On
Staph Infection
Residual Strife Director H. Gross
Insobriarity announced yesterday that
due Hannibal Hamilins Hall's Alumni
Reunion party held last weekend in
Hannibal, the Dormitory will have to
be burned to the ground.
• 'It's awful. I've never seen such a
hell of a mess. The Animals were back
in true form," Insobriarity said. "We
told the president of their Alumni,
Ben-Dover "Dirt Trails" Savage, we
didn't want • diem to have the reunion
east of the Mi ssissippi River but he
said if The Animals couldn't have the
dorni they'd use the police station.
What choice did we have?"
UMOPD Director Pill Bosser said
"I've never seen such awesome
destruction in all my life, even in
*Godzilla Eats Tokyo'. When we went
in there Monday not one wall was
intact. All the stair rails were ripped
down and ,the windows were all
broken. We found hurEan teeth marks
in a sprinkler pipe.
"They ripped out the toilets,
mirrors and sinks from the upper two
floors and threw them off the roof,
along with all the new furniture and
carpeting, which they -tore up. They
did all this Friday before the party--:
they said they had to create "the
proper nostalgic mood" for their
binge." Bosser said.
Bosser described the weekend event
as "the most blatant display of
irresponsibility I have ever seen."
Afterwards, we went inside and found
one hundred and thirty eight empty
kegs. two thousand four hundred and
fifty-six pounds of broken beer bottle
glass, and enough enipty pints, fifths
and half-gallons to hold 700 gallons of
hard liquor. In addition we found
3.006 -marijuana roaches and several
100 lb. burlap sacks that had "Product
of Columbia" stamped on them.
Strewn all over the main lounge were
various bits, pieces or flakes of.opium,
methadone, mescaline, LSD, mush-
rooms, hashish, cocaine, valium, amyl
nitrate capsules, two dozen different
colors of amphetamines ("They had
them in little glass candy dishes, just
like m&m's") several empty bottles of
nitrous oxide arid ether, three gas
masks and fourteen empty tubes of
airplane glue." Bosser said.
Strife Director Insobriarity added "I
was apalled when I went inside
afterwards to investigate. There's a
layer of dried blood, urine, alcohol,
and vomit three inches deep on the
floors. When I came out I found three
used prophylactics stuck to the bottom
of my shoes. The place smells like a
Whorehouse in a heat wave." he said.
BO'sser said he saw four hundred
and thirty-seven alumni and 71 swear,
; about a thousand young women
("I'll be damned if I know why they'd
associate with men like that") enter
the building Friday afternoon.
"They bolted the doors shut and
hung out a big banner that said 'Stay
The Hell Out'. Then they took an
alumni who had half his brains shot
out in Vietnam- and consequently
suffers from mental instability, and
gave Hui a rude-looking sawed-off
shotgun and chained him outside the
front door with orders to "keep them
f--king citizens out." Then they all
put on some music from the god-awful
'Woodstock' concert and turned up
their stereos to about 1000 watts.
They didn't come out 'til Sunday
afternoon---dirty, half-naked. stagger-
ing shells of human beings. The
women were the same way. I don't
see where they call that fun," he said.
"Two of our officers tried to sneak
around the back to see what was going
on and got badly mauled by a pack of
anti-police trained attack dogs they
had . -unning around out there."
"We ran a check on the 437 alumni
that showed up and found in the last
. ,.. —
When asked about this. as he
emerged from the party, Alumni
President Savage stopped, threw -
up through his nose, and said "I think
his brain is f--ked. We studied - this
way for our final the last great .year of
Hannibal ('80) and we set what then
was the all-time high Hannibal
semester average: 0.37."
Savage said on behalf of the rest of
the original Animals he would like to
comment on the multicultural ex-
change students that took over
Hannibal after its renovation, but "my
daddy taught me if you can't talk nice
,
about someone then don't open your
face, so I got nothin' to say."
ten years they had .collectively racked
.4 812 felony arrests and 1364
misdemeanor arrests, all of which
involved alcohol, drugs, sexual mis--
conduct or income-
tax evasion of some kind," Bosser 
said. "Curiosly, I found out most of
them held top-level jobs in various
industries, and a great many of them_ _
work for the NSA, FBI or CIA. I —_,—__
think I've uncovered a commie plot to
fill our government with these types of
people," he said. "Yes, that's it,
Hannibal was a commie plot all
along.-
Mrs. Silverfish gets all she asks for
by Name Withheld
Strife Fighter
Students have shown unanimous
support, for Mrs. UMO, our own
Nancy Silverfish's requested $2.6
million expense account for 1982-82.
"She deserves it, after all, she's the
president's wife," said Shanda Lear,
mild-mannered Mesopotamian Studies
major.
Nancy's husband Raul agreed. "I'm
pleased that the students favor treating
Nance in the manner to which she has
become accustomed," he said.
Nancy was ecstatic.
"Things were just s0000 drab in the
house when we came here, I mean,
you'd think we lived at the fringes of
civilization. It was totally grody,
y'know?"
Less Frills, president of Student
Government, was equally critical of
facilities at the White Cottage.
"Last week, when I ate dinner With
Raul and Nance, I was appalled by the
gauche china we ate off of. They told
me that the stuff came with the
cottage. I guess I believe them, but how
could the university make anyone, let
alone the president, look at gold-leafed
plates while they're trying to eat?" he
said.
Nance said she plans to renovate the
White Cottage as well as buy a few
designer originals (For the Christmas
party circuit in Orono) with tne money
she will get.
"We're going to start right away,
renovating 1 mean, and like, the total
inside of the house will be mod,' she
Live off Campus free
Buy big old 9 room, 5 bedroom home and rent
rooms. Rents pay mortgage, expenses, and your
living. Have all advantages of living off Campus
without cost. Sell when you graduate. 3 miles off
campus on bus line. Low interest, low down-
payment. Talk to me, I did it. $29,500. Call Collect
1-617-475-2997.
-
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0
M A Clark
46 Main Street
ovintown Orono
0
10% OFF COUPON
Now till Dec. 25 Ni
*m.latrisoimmotionammunimanotiorrot• •
If
said. "Raul and I can't wait, it'll be
just like our apartment in LA, just the
max.'
In an unprecedented move,
administrators and Maine Campus
writers have gotten together in support
of this worthy cause.
Campus Editor Catfish McClueless
said, "Hey, Nance is our friend, and
she's got a dynamite smile. Besides, she
promised us a free dinner each
Wednesday and unlimited use of the
hot tub and sauna. What a deal."
Finance Administrator F. Troop was
most impressed by the lineup for the
groundbreaking ceremony next week.
"I'm really looking forward td it.
They're going to get Jerry Brown to
talk to us about outer space. Then
we're going to listen to CSN," he said.
Political Science Professor Happy
Days summed it all up when he said,
"I'm just glad that Nancy will be able
to live in comfort again. As long as
she'll stay with us and brighten our
days, we'll give her anything she wants.
Anything."
U—e
Sunday-Oldies Night
$1.00 Brinks until 10.00
Monday Night
7 5 e Beer all night
Bounty Taverne
500 Main St. Bangor
-Meherte APRIL 9,1983
MCAT
CallOaysEveningsafeleeliends
Educational Center
-LEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938
For Information About Other Centers In More Than 85 Maior u9.citiet & Abroad
(betide tty_Vate CALL TOLL FREE 100.223-171*
(617) 482-7420
Class in your area
b ing January 22
-
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Take this Hippie!
We at this here rag have-been hindered throughout
•the semester because we have been advised by allamn
hippie mall, farmer, Molsons ingester, bullshitter
and total loser named Corn Meal.
For those of ypu who may have Meal's identity
mistaken, keep your eyes open when meandering
through the manure and compost piles of this here
university.
Look for Meal to be donning a scraggy, scarlet red
beard. After shaving his redwood timber last
semester, Meal was attacked by one of his many
mistresses and given the leach treatment. This bodily
harm about his pudgy face caused cheek hemoraging
and Meal was forced to regenerate more seedlings,
hoping for harvest in mid-May.
Look for a man gnawing on arnatch stick and
trying to act cool. He struts, or in fact he-waddles his
beer belly around with a hip, but not so cool stride.
His tacky sailor's cap gives him sex appeal that he
says drives his chickens, pigs and turkeys berserk on
his New Sharton farm.
Look for Meal to be strutting in cuffed jeans,
tattered with ground-in animal feces, the previous
night's dinner, and chain saw oil.
Meal is a misfit, burned-out reporter from the
Kansas Shitty Star, the Allentown Morning Gaul; the
Montreal Kazoo and the Bangher Deadly Snooze, —
claims to have slept on Amtrack sleepers across the
country with every strumpet available.
After blowing his top to his copy editing class this
semester, Meal confessed to his favorite pasttime.
"Other than spending time in bed with newspapers
and typwriters, my biggest thrill is riding trains."
After being spotted at numerous fraternity parties
on cam nus with a number of sororities involved.
Meal denies being caught in the middle of a train in
the yard of a prominent frat.
This shady character's reputation has rubbed off /
on countless staffers here. Meal has successfully
gotten promiscuous reporters to pledge to be low
rats in trains from here to the Fastwater River/
After being shitcanned from papers, banks,
New York City grocery stores, banks and farms,
Meal is a shiftless bastard who has difficulty holding
a job. At his last resort, hefled Canuckville for
teaching at a large state university in spruce-fir
country.
With a Jonsereds in one hand and a collection of
Jerry Jeff albums in the other, Meal settled in a
Maine hamlet where its residents shovel moose pies
for a living.
Well Co'tq,, you have deserved this abuse for quite
some time, b t quite frankly, we at this here rag,
haven't had the balls to tell you just exactly what we
think of you:
Here we are, all sucking down Molsons and there'
you are, probably on last month's New York Times
Sunday crossword.
It is time for our half-ass leader to put a new
ribbon in his typwriter to clear things up around
here. We have the ambition of turning out a damn
'good paper _next semester and all we get, is ,pessimism
from a burnt out hippie. Even the Old *n of the
Sea in this department has given us /*nctiuraging
words and you still have the testes,Kcab.use
efforts. Can't you see that we afiestriving for
continuity, style, completeness', correctness,
concisness and coherency?' Then our stories will be
clear. We work on our who, what, where, when and
whys and we often include our hows and you still sit
back and squawk at us.
We are working on our spelling, our pronouns and
our parallelism but you still seem to be disinterested.
Don't you care about us?
'here is your heart, you hippie? No wonder why
the newsroom doesn't have VDTs yet. How 'bout
some support instead of hosing us constantly?
See you next semester you bum and next semester,
you better plan on getting out of your compost pile
and helping us out, 'cause we need it.
Love and kisses, from your beloved writers.
endit
Extra Bull
ALVO P. SLICK
Whorey
Storey
Maine
Campoon
staff
hey,
don't blame us!!!
Iblame Corn Meal)
Janitor
Kat face McClueless
Janitor's Giglio
Stove McCAltss
Mismanagement Janitors
VeryWillin Toloveya
Slim Lice
Fancey Whorey
Head Solicitors
Don .1 uanscot t
Fanet Bobbins
Capitalist Pig
Kris Kringle
Sled Service
Bald Turkey
Den Disco
Misspell Managers
Blow Me Nasty
FAt Stiff
Eater Peed
Asst. Check writer
Man's Clutchins
MPAC Newsletter
Nu4e Walkout
Bomb Squad Assistant
Vickless Halfway
Booze Janitors
Micky NoSweat
Blow Me Nasty
Dead Pansy
Bonnie McFloozie
Daddy "Tucker" WArbucks
Easy Sleeze
Dike Hard-on
Porno Editor
WI Do (105/1 Blow
Asst. Porno Editor
Slaving Boy
-Grease
Circumcision Editor
Handy Trick ford
Fanner Adviser
Bob Neal
Howdy all you dumb, illite-
rate engineers, other science
people and ignorant critics of
this daily rag. This issue marks
the 'beginning of the end as the
new editor Fancy Whorey, takes
the reigns. We, of the rag's
administration, at ;he whim of
Wliorey, plan to get this paper
into the most ragged form ever.
We have some minor changes
in—storeke- moving the—news-
roonyto the old. ratty jean store
aVthe corner of fastwater and
MO avenues, alwayi having a
keg tapped in the. newsroom and
always having a bale or two of
weed on stock.
"I need a newsroom close to a
beer store and Waddy's is the
most convenient place around,"
Whorey said in a drunken
stupor this morning. "The
promised they would serve all
the staffers beer with great head
so I had to move our quarters."
"I want no Sober reporters
around here. Newspapers are
serious business and if a job is
worth doing, it is worth doing
raggy. Drunkenness is the key
to all sexcess and damn it,I'm
going to see that those goals are
acheived." The new editor
intends to have a firm hand in
discipline next semester. Not
'.only is Whorey known for her
'firm and stern voice but she
plans-to get physical with any
drunk who will not cooperate.
Whorey is ofter heard mo-
ments before deadline scream-
ing harshly at the columnists,
"Come on bastards, I need your
14 inches and I need it now.
Page four is white and this rag
has to be in Bangher to be
printed in a half-hour."
Whorey will strive for raggy
continuity which has been a
serious problem all this seme-
ster. "All reporters will be in
the ,same state if they plan on
woriing for me. We need plenty
of suds and joints in the
newsroom. They're is no such
thing as being too wasted and
that is what I'm shootin' for, "
Whorey slurred.
So finally folks; we plan on
meeting your goals. We will be
here to serve as your rag and we
will be doing it with style. Since
our readers are always drunk
and stoned, then we figured to
be effective communicators,that
we would have to be the same
way. Fancy Whorey and her
staff are here to serve this
purpose.
Alvo P. Slick is a senior drunk
and pothead majoring in tree
killing and minoring in word
processing from Eastupperbum-
cupcakefoils, 1deeho
r-
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Wreaths-Poinsettas-Azalias
Norfolk Island Pine-Holly
Mistletoe-Plus many other
Holiday Plants
Roger Clapp Greenhouse
University of Maine, Orono
Friday, December 10: 8-5
Saturday, December 11: 8-5
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Seagrams Mixers
Tonic Water Seltzer
Club Soda
39' a quart plus
S plus tax and deposit
`s-
6
Gingerale
tax and deposit')
Canada Dry Mixers
quarts for $1
(Now till Christmas)
Come see our large selection of
holiday liquor and gift packs.
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Fag Week bombs, counter attack planned
by Stank Getstoned
Staff Writer
Because response to Gay Aware-
ness Week was so flaccid, The Wild
Stein Club has proposed that 1983 be
deemed The Year of The Flame."
Throughout the year, varied events
will expose the Gay Community to the
Awareness of the Country.
A spokesperson for the club. Harry
lisp, said. "Our thrust is to penetrate
the whole nation; we took our stand at
UMO, now it is time to rise up and
arouse the country." -
The proposed Year of the Flame
involves a variety of events including:
MX visits UMO
by Connie Payoff
Staff Writer
Two MX missiles were found in the
University's silos Thursday morning
by two cattle majors grazing in the
vicinity.
The ballistic missies were discov-
ered at 7:50 a.m. on the south end of
the campus.
When questioned by the media, it
became apparent that President Silv
verfish not only knew about the
situation, but that it was part of a scam
to turn UMO into a secret missile
testing site.
Silverfish said he had only the best
intentions and was thinking in terms
of what was best for the University.
"!don't know, its like I really didn't
want to cause a bad scene, that would
have been a total bummer," said
Silverfish.
According to a few unreliable
sources, President Raygun offered
Silverfish a bribe (in the form of an
eight percent pay hike) to establish the
secret site.
When asked why he took the bribe
instead of reporting it to the authori-
ties, Silverfish replied;
"Oh wow, like I never thouiht of
that, you know? But like it would've
been a totally grody thing to do to
Ronnie. I mean, he's a real bitchin'
'guy."
After a spontaneous granola stoning
by members of the Maine Peace
Action Committee, Silverfish also
cofessecl that last year's leveling of
s the University Cabins was the first of a
series of plots to establish the launch
site.
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Snowshoe Rentals
Pile Pants &-Jackets
Polypropylene
Underwear
Black
Ice Sleeping Bags
Sweedish Army
Trousers
Igas Island Packs
and
Custom Made
Luggage
Ragg Sweaters
Socks , Mittons
& Hats
and lots of other
good gear for
winter wanderers
M-F 12-6
Closed on the
full moon
38 Main St. Orono
866-4848
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championship limp wrist wrestling,
transvestite week, a pilgrimage to
Sodom and Gommorah, and Polyester
Sunday.
Polyester Sunday is based on the
success of Denim Day held on the
UMO campus. To promote gay
awareness in Moral Majority circles,
the gays have proposed that every
Sunday be Polyester Sunday and
Fundamentalist pastors should show
their support of Gay Rights by wearing
a three piece suit to church.
The climax of the year will be the
•
At Standard
first /gay trek to the birthplace of
deviance, Sodom and Gommorah. The
trip will begin in New Orleans at
Mardis Gras. From there the Gays
will cruise up the Atlantic, stopping at
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., Greenwich Vil-
lage,N.Y., and Provincetown, Mass.
to fuel up. Finally they will head
across the ocean and onto Sodom and
Gommorah.
Lisp said that the Club is "very
stimulated" about the coming year
and hopes that the national response
will be positive.
FOR THE LADIES
FAMOUS LEATHER
'DORM BOOT
BROWN, BLUE, TAN,
GREEN SUEDE 
$ 1 79 9
BONE SMOOTH
LEATHER 
$ 1 999
TAN
SUED ED
MOCC
cc. te. ta ito tcs
MAY BE EXCHANGEDAll Leather "Dorm  flBoots" Slippers, fully -AV—% AFTER CHRISTMASpile lined, make a welcome gift for A 1:4 04 01 04 CSI 0104 04 01 04 01every gal on your list. In a variety of colors. Gift a pair, soon.
INN MMMMMMM on INN IMO MI MB OM I= NM OM MMMMMMMMMMMMM =MN
The feel of real leather
and the warmth of a
fully lined slipper will make
FOR THE MEN
FULLY LINED MEWS 
 
-
GENUINE HANDLACED
MOCCASIN SLIPPER
your man
appreciate you even more as you gift him
with one of Standard's great values.
STAND RD
DEER TAN
LEATHER $ 1 899
TAN SUEDE $ 599
Man Made Upper SI 1.99
7 WAYS TO BUY:
• CASH • VISA
STANDARD • MASTERCARD
CHARGE • AMERICAN
CLUB EXPRESS
COUPONS • DINER S CLUB
DOWNTOWN BANGOR • BANGOR MALL • AIRPORT MALL • PRESQUE ISLE • WATERVILLE
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derful Carousel Ride
Well be "Making Children Happy- in the 94th
Annual Rose Parade on January 1, 1983.
Watch for us we are the lead flnnt 
PICTURE& GIFT SHOP
UMO
Make us your shopping headquarters for a fine
variety of cards and stationary.
We also feature a variety of posters, figurines,
puzzles, coffee mugs, and other great
Christmas gifts.
23 Main St.
Bangor, Me.
Library closes,
Chancellor moves in
by Risa Leece
Stiff Waiter
The first of the tax indexing program
will hit the UMO campus, which will
cause the Folger Library to close its
doors.
Jum MacCampring, Director Of the—
Folger Library said thaf he does not
mind the decision because the students
insist on joking about, talking loudly,
and eating fond inside the building. He
said the students will not miss the
facility because they can do this at the
Bear's Den.
Librarian Mrs. Bookworm said "I
feel sorry for the wrestlers and fat lady
statues. I know these statues will get
lonely, because students will no longer
be sticking their ABC gum to the
statues heads," she said.
G.P. Average, a freshman public
administration major, said, he doesn't
care about the closing. But he said,
"Now I won't be able to see my friends
as often.
The book
no college student
should be without.
It may not contain any great reading material, but it does
contain some truly wonderful eating material.
That's because our indispensable book is a book of
McDonald's® Gift Certificates. It costs only five dollars (it's an
inexpensive soft cover edition). And each of the ten
certificates inside is worth fifty cents toward the purchase of
delicious McDonald' s hamburgers, our golden fries and all our
other good food.
So, when your scholar is starved for more than knowledge,
make sure he has a book of our Gift Certificates around.
It'll give him food for thbught.
mcDonaies
• I.
738 Stillwater Ave., Old Tows, Me. 04468
FREE NORMAN ROCKWELL ORNAMENT- with the purchase of
a $5.00 Book of Gift Certificates
Acade P. Bation, a senior home
economics, major, said, she hopes the
university will reopen the library. "I
cannot stand the thought of having to
hang around the Damn Yankee with all
those granola types," she said.
that the library is crosing down,
the UMaine administration is
concerned with the 200 employed at the
facility.
"It's not the work-study students
I'm concerned with Pres. Mall
Silverfish said, It's the older employees
that have been with us for decades."
Since the library closing, the
problem of the unfinished third floor
will be solved. The UMaine
administration is thinking about
moving the Chancellor's office to that
location.
"It will be a great place for my
buddy Patdick, he will be in his own
surroundings there," untrustee
Harrytnan Richsin said.
Richsin suggested the former
employees be employed by the
Chancellor's office.
"I feel sorry for these poor old
folks, they can't just sit behind a desk
and rake in the dough like me, too bad
--- --everybody couldn't--have--a--job like
me," he said.
Chancellor McAutothy was excited
about the suggestion. "Well Gee, I
heard the third floor library was a
pretty nice place, but I never thought
they would offer it to me," he said.
He said he does not know what he
will do with his 200 new employees,
and Muff the Wonder Dog.
"I do nothing myself, how am I
going to find something for 200 other
people to do?" he_asked.
pruce un
Free Crisis Counselor
training in exchange for 4
hours per week Volunteer
Counseling in office.
Negotiable 1 year
contract. 40 hours
training to begin in
January. Call Spruce Run
JOBS
OVERSEAS
ALL COUNTRIES
ALL CATEGORIES
INCLUONG
CRUISE SHIPS
200 COMPANIES
MOST POSITIONS OPEN
ACT FAST
CALL
1-716-885-3242
EXT. 601
FOLGER'S
COFFEE
SWISS MISS
instant coco
440-z
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ALL WEEKEND
MEE PEPSI WITH PIZZA
(please mention on deliveries,
sorry no other coupons please)
THIS CHRISTMAS GIVE A,
NAPOLI PIZZA DOUGH
CERTIFICATE
HAVE A MERRY
CHRISTMAS!
Napoli's will close Dec. 20 to
Tues. Jan. 11, 1983
for Christmas and renovations
vir IP IF _
154 Park Street
Orono, Mains Tel. 866-5505
DELIVERY and TAKEOUT SEPIVICE
OUR FAMILY HAS BEEN BAKING THE FINEST 
FRESH DOUGH - OFF THE BOARD
ON TO THE HEARTH PIZZA SINCE 1890
fi
• \on
0—‘00
a
Christmas Party
for-off interested in the Big Brother/Big Sister
Program of Orono. ,The Christmas Party is this
Sat. Dec' I 'I, from 1-3 pm. Refreshments will be
served. CorTre -on down and meet thelittles."
Pre
setit
For more info. call Delta Upsilon 866-4970
or Big Brother/Sister of Orono 866-4903. _
SENIORS!!
The 1983 Prism will arrive by
late October of 1983. If you will
not be on campus at that time and
would like your yearbook mailed
please send $2.00 and a
forwarding address to the Prism
office, Memorial Union and it will
be mailed upon publication.
YEARBOOKS ARE NOT
AUTOMATICALLY MAILED!!
e w We're more thanjust a pancake house
After a long day of shopping,
why not relax and have dinner
at our house.
Sirlion Dinner 595*
USDA Choice Sirloin, Texas Toast
Western Beef Steak 395*
(includes Salad Bar, choice of potato, and vegetable)
The Colonial House of
PANCAKES PLUS
Hogan Road 945-9108
Prime Rib
Seafood
Sleaks
Across from Bangor Mall
i
Merry 7 Christmas
from M.5: Clark
Use coupon on page 3 Mi
A
Mi
Mi
Mi
Mi
Mi
Mi
Mi
Mi
Mi
Mi
• 0.0:427
.411.1/SOXIVAiltiMerfCCOSSOSCV.ZSCAZIeg
M A Clark
46 Mein Street
owntovm Orono
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Toys Page
44165'-" Chutes and Ladderists
team wins
When friends go at it this hard, you know it has to-be for Mich. Lite (Actually,
the referee dropped a quarter) Actually this is a scene from the death game.
Peter Weed
Sports Butcher
Rhe UMO men's Chutes and
Ladders team played a tension filled,
nerve tingling barnburner against the
Atlantic City School of Performing
Arts Thursday night at Hick Audi-
torium.
Three spectators watched.the frenzy
and furry of the warriors as they
dioved their pawns up and down the ,
trap filled playing service.
The three spectators, a janitor and a
small family of silverfish were on the
edge of their seats at every dice roll.
Thisis the Chutes and Ladders first
Violence team Pollenates florists
The UMO violence and social
degradation team won its first melee
Thursday by a score of 129 vital organs
to 56 over semi-be-annual rival
Mylan's Floral Academy.
Only one death occurred in the
match. The corpse will be identified-by
dental records tonight.
Maine coach Dirk Reptile said, "We
really hosed those puff-balls. Out
there today we were the most uncouth
socially unaceptable bunch of
subhumans to ever crawl off a field.
God I'm proud of them."
He added with a tear in his one
functioning eye, "i am proud of o1/2ur
center
-slayer Spike Dirt. The way he
drew blood was like poetry id
motion."
it Dirt is currently leading the team in
the crushed trachea deparment with a
3.2 throat a game average.
Dirt described his pre-game ritual.
He said, "I like to listen to a little Bach
and them break my knuckles against
the wall."
year as a varsity sport at UMO. The
sport was recently funded by Student
Government for $1.2 million. A
proposed $5 million Chutes and
Ladders conflict arena is currently
being considered by the Student
Government.
The Maine starting line-up 'consist-
ed of 4-11 Dirkland "Smooth" Mc-
Nasty, Newborn Leslie and 5-1
Stanley Hochendoff. Leslie was re-
moved shortly into the game after he
developed a nose bleed when he heard
someone say darn that ref.
Maine started out quickly with
McNasty juking the other team
with brilliantly played blind luck rolls.
New Jersey coutered the Maine luck
by going to the infamous Wichita
defensive style first in Guyana. ,
Maine overcame the foul defense of
the new Jersey Chutists. Maine
overcame the onslaught by a scoring
of 2564and one-half to 1.9 and
three-fourths89.
Maine couch Wally Cleaver said, "I
am so glad we won the game. Chutes
and Ladders is tri.) life. When I was
small I chose between selling shoes
and couching, my first love. And I
guess the rest is history."
New Jersey couch Stanley Cream
said, "It is a really great sport. Every
ontr, should catch the Chutes and
Ladders Fever, as I am fond of calling
it. Besides, white people can even
play.
Thinking Graduate School?
THINK BENTLEY COLLEGE!
Dedicated to the development of liberally-educated
professionals, the Graduate School at Bentley College
offers men and women who know where they're going a
choice of five distinctive master's programs designed
to prepare them for successful careers as employable
and promotable business professionals.
• The Master of Science in Accountancy
• The Master of Science in Computer Information
Systems
• The Master of Science in Finance
• The Master of Science in Taxation
• The Master in Business Administration
A FOUNDATION FOR THE FUTURE
Graduate study at Bentley can be the perfect comple-
ment to your undergraduate degree in providing you
the kind of solid preparation you want for a successful
career in business.
OPEN TO ALL UNDERGRADUATE MAJORS
Men and women enter Bentley's graduate programs
To obtain more
information about
graduate study at
Bentley College, call
(617) 891-2108
or send this coupon
to Bentley College
Graduate School,
Waltham, MA 02254.
from a wide variety of backgrounds, including liberal
arts and sciences, engineering, and humanities as well
as business-related fields.
The majority of individuals who come to further their
studies in Bentley's MBA and MSA programs bring
undergraduate majors in the fields other than business.
PRIME LOCATION
Bentley College is situated at the heart of Route 128,
Massachusetts' high technology belt, and just nine
miles from Boston, with its many cultural attractions.
APPUCATIONS
Processing of applications for fall 1983 admissions
begins March 15.
Register now for the January 29 Graduate Manage-
ment Admission Test (GMAT) to ensure that your file
is complete. Get a GMAT registration form from your
career planning and placement office or by writing:
GMAT—Educational Testing Services, Box 966,
Princeton, NJ 08541.
BENTLEY
COLLEGE
Waltham. MA 02254
no
PLEASE SEND ME MORE INFORMATION ON THE FOLLOWING PROGRAMS:
MS in Accountancy
MS in Computer Information
Systems
I AM INTERESTED IN:
Name 
Street
City 
College presently attending
State
MS in Taxation
I, Master in Business Administration
L MS in Finance
Part-time study Full-time study
Zip
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Kawasaki cheats, conives
is way to victory
by Mafc "Sleazebag' Morency
Stiff Fabricator
Joe Kawasaki won the 69th annual
UMO Marathon held in Carlsbad,
CAlifornia Thursday with a
tremendous blast In the last 26 miles.
Rodgers was quote(' as
saying, "I tried to keep up the pace,
but I just, just, just---aah---," then he
puked.
Featuring
Cat's Eye
December 10 & 11
441 1011".0% SIREET
BRENER, NIA1•99 09912
12071989-3200
Focus presents in the North
and South Lown Rooms, 7:30
p.m. to Midnight
Friday:Dave Misner. Piano
stylist playing jazz, ragtime,
contemporary, etc.
Saturday:Val Delessio, folk &
blues tunes. (plus a host of
past performers).
no
P admission
J).1;i charge
THE FO'C'SLE
A Family
Christmas Concert
Sunday, December 12, 1982
Hauck Auditorium 7:30 PM
Doors Open at 7:00
Oratorio Society Choir
Dennis Cox, Director
University Chorus
Denis Drobinski, Director
University Singers
Dennis Cox, Director
University Orchestra
Ludlow Hallman, Conductor
Daniel Rains, Violin Soloist
Selections from The
Christmas Oratorio by
J.S.Bach and much more.
12 PACK
12 OZ. BOTTLES
Kawasaki, who has an excellent
roadracing record over the last seven
'yearc(his police record extends over 13
years) said he was in prime condition.
"Everything is jus4—falling into
place," he said. "Like other runners
falling miles behind me, ha, ha!"
Kawasaki, who, finiSlid the 26 zit&
365 yard race with a time of 32.22, also
set the course record. His time bettered
the old record by Over one hour.
The other top five finishers were Bill
Rodgers, shown above after trying to
keep the pace with Kawasaki, Alberto
Salazar, who was heard saying "stop
you $2!?8& cheater", Frank Shorter
and Lassie Vernon,
When approached after the victory
Kawasaki said, "I really felt good
today and my Kz 900 was running very
Kawasaki breezes to another victory at the 69th annual UMO Marathon. He is
shown crossing the finish line at Chadbourne Hall.
well."
What is next for Kawasaki? "I plan
on trying my luck in the Boston or New
Your Marathons" he said. "But I
MITE
COWL
CONVENIENCE STORE
MILLER BEER
$52 CONTENTS9 
A REAL SAVING!
don't know if I can get past all those
people. I guess I'll just have to run over
a tew of them. How many points do I
get for them anyway"?."
PARK STREET
ORONO
Open 7 Days
7 a.m. to 1 a.m.
1 LITER BOTTLE .
(SAVE 20') 49 1CONTENTS
PEPSINcpt,,,
BEER • ALE • WINE
JACQUES BONET
CHAMPAGNE
REALLY DELICIOUS
750 ML BOTTLE
FAMOUS
GALLO WINE
RHINE, ROSE, CHABLIS, BURGUNDY, CHIANTI
LARGE 1.5 LITER
BOTTLE
SAVE! SAVE!
$ 39
STUDENTS & FACULTY WELCOME
[BRAI LS CIGARETTESALL SIZES 8 c5 PACKCARTONSREG. 8, KINGS s7.69 100 ML '7.79 'NEW! NEW!SEAGRAM'S MIXERSGINGER ALE, SODA WATER, TONIC WATER1 LITER BOTTLE(SAVE-20) CONTENT]
FRIENDLY, COURTEOUS SERVICE
ALSO FEATURING
Gasoline
at low, low
Not fesprrnsrDIe 10f T ypograph Ica E S
UNIVERSITY
OF MAINE
ORONO
CAMPUS
Bangor
Savings
Bank
0
Entrance
Rangeley Rd.
College Ave.
NITE
  a.
_ .
enobscot River EVERYDAY PRICES
PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU JANUARY 2, 1983
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as either the (whole) line or as the defensive backfield, "said
Maine football Coach Don Dogerson yesterday after learning Paul Bunyan is
attending UMO next year. Bunyan is shown here at a Bangor press conference
weilding his axe and pick from a day in the Maine woods.
"We can use him
`lb
worth of gift
certificates.
"Sign up everytime
you.come
Drawing
12/22/82
Pepin*
mexican restaurant
Brows,- Ellsworth - Bangor - Old Tow - Moncton,* B
Dogerson psyc-
hed by signing
of Bunyan
The most heavily recruited offensive lineman in
the country has decided to attend UMO nest
fall, coach. Don Dogerson announced at a press
conference today.
Paul "Big Jack" Bunyan called Dogerson
earlier this morning anouncing his decision.
Bunyan, a 7'8"- 480 pound offensive guard from
Bowers, Ore., decided to attend UMO because of
university gifts and monetary payoffs.
The university offered Bunyan a scholarship
of S40,00 and a private residence in the
president's house.
Bunyan said it was difficult decision on which
university lob attend. "Other universities like
Georgia and Notre Dame offered me a part
ownership of their colleges along with their
private donations like a limosiwe and sersants.
decided to attend UMO because the state
reminds me of home and I'm looking for a good
education."
Dogerson said it was a tough process in
pursuing the All- American high school star
because of intense competition from larger
universities. "I thought we would lose in the
battle for Bumy an's service because the other
universities in the hunt had more to offer. But
the Board" offristees decision probably put
Maine in the top 20."
Lather this week, the board of trustees decided
to cut Chancellor MacArthur's salary from
$70,000 to $30.000.
Arnold Hoffman, member of the board, said
the decision to cut the chancellor's pay in favor
of Bunyan'is services was in the hest interest of
the university. 
-
"Bunvan's impact on this universits. as a
Whole warrented the cut in the chancellor's pay .
We fell that it sviis the time to take drastic action  
because its time Maine became national
champions," Hoffman said.
Chancellor MacArthur was unavailable for
comment.
Dogerson said Bunyans impact on Maine
football would be quite noticeablr nest
year."His presence in the offensive line Will
intimidate any teams. I plan to use him as the
lead man on the option with the rest of the line
pulling in the direct opposite direction. Boy will
we fool the defense."
The football season is far frommost fans
minds but Dogerson is ticketed pink about his
newest bear, Big Jack Bunyan.
Cateh the Maine
Campus joke
4/ isslie
gay -'17')/3tis
Dubay s 1NAPO
Booster Cables
8.95
Super Bright.
Timing Light
16.95
We also have super prices on
Windshield Washer Antifreeze
Engine Antifreeze
Oil- 10W40 98Ca quart
The people at Dubays would like to
wish all UMO Students and Faculty a
Merry Christmas and a Happy New Yea
We look foreword to serving you in 198'si
5.
El
The Maine C
edit anything
Aggress ii
To the editor,
What is this ,World
to!?! Isn't anything th
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EQUAL TIME
The'Maine Campoon can antill
edit anything it doesn't
-
.L.c)
Aggressive women
To the editor,
What is this *odd coming
to!?! Isn't anything the same
anymore? Can't a man be a
man? Take, for instance, the
ever-building aggressiveness of
today's women. There
was.. .minding my own
business.. .when all of a
sudden this sex goddess, Fancy
Morelay, boldly propositioned
me. Now 1, as, a man, like to
be the aggressor.. .1 like to take
charge and be dominant. I
like the old romantic customs--
mud wrestling, handcuffing,
and biting; but sadly, these
customs are dying! The world
is changing.. .soon people
will reduce
romanticism to send roses,
and moonlit walks and.. .oh
must I say it?. ..female
dominancy!!
Something must be done
and you must be the one to do
it. It is your responsibility as
an editor and leader in this
decadent society to right the
wrongs. I have heard from a
reliable source that you enjoy
the romance of old as much as
I, so I am sure you are —
concerned.
Letters trashed
Production manager's note
Have you readers ever
stopped to wonder about what
happens to all those letters you
send to the Maine Campoon ?
You must have wondered
about the ones that never got
printed.
Let's be realistic. As
production manager I decide
what letters go into print and
how others just happen to fall
down behind the typesetting
machine.
I get sick of reading letters
about the great nuclear threat,-
South African divestments
and our lack of coverage of
MPAC and gay rights.
When I get one of those
letters I read it, think about
it's impact on the campus
All my Love,
Cicil Wierd
community and then I file it in
the recycling container.
Oh, don't get upset. I do
exercise fairness of rejection
equally among all the spec ial
interest groups and I don't
penalize any one group in
particular. After all, I do want
to represent our entire
-readership on the Readers Rag
page and not a select group of
homosexuals and clamshellers.
The world still has more
normal people than hippies
and weirdos.
So if you want to get a letter
published send me some nice
letters and tell us here at the
paper what a lovely job we're
doing, it'll get printed.
Fat Stiff
P.M.
BLOOM COUNTY
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--Misteaks Where are the cabins ?
Letter to -the editor;
1 would like to express my
feelings on journalism as it -
 vertains - to the student
newspaper. The press is a gang
of cruel faggots. Journalism is
not a profession nor a trade. It
is a cheap catch-all forb_
dirtbom bs and misfits--a
false doorway to the backside
of life, a filth piss ridden hole
nailed off by the building
inspector, but just deep-
enough for a wino to curl up
from the side walk -to
masturbate like a chimp in a
zoo cage.
Sincerely E.M.
Orono, Me.
.1,
Dear Maine Campoon:
Driving to school yesterday,
I notiCed something wrong as!
approached the intersection of
Park St. and Rangley Rd. I
scanned north acros the field,
slammed on the brakes and
said to myself, "What's wrong
with this picture?" It hit me
like a ton of bricks. The
cabins were gone.
What happened to that fine
monoculture establishment?
This has to be top news.
Why hasn't the Campoon
given this issue any -coverage?
How come there haven't been
, any- letters to the editor fro' m
those crunchy granolas?
I am so bummed out that I
could just do a bong right._
now. The cabineers were the
best pushers on campus and tO
.destroy their laboratory is a-r-
disgrace. I think Silverspoon
ought to get a clue and bring
back the cabins.
It is high time we gave the
cabins some publicity. Come
on Campoon, I'm giving you a
scoop on this new, fast-
breaking story. What
• happened?
What the hell
Dean Litzout
Maine Campus staff
at its best
what they say everyday
Lisa Reece
Mary Ellen Malaya
Tim Rice
Frank Harding
David Walker
Don Linscott
Tom Burrall
Naomi Laskey
Chris Paradis
Mike Harman
Kathy McLaughlin
_
Nancy Storey
Paul Tukey
Ken Waltz
Anne Hutchins
Jb 131
Editorial staff
Managing editors
Bob Danielson
YF-5 mA I3UT
CAVE YA MORE,
IF YA HAIM 'T SOMETHINEt'5
W51 EVERY 5110(0* ovr
NUT AND z RIGHr HERE..
BOLT
/2 - /1
You can't move a chair with Peter Weed in it.
Take the phone into the refriderator!
Why does this happen to me every week?
I think I'm real1v scaring some Aople here.
What's the profit margtn,Don?
I don't know, Dave.
I think I'll thrill the crowd with some extraneous verbiage.
_You've obviously mistaken me for someone who gives a shit.
I've got another joke for you.
I've been dumped by a girl for a lesbian!
So?'
Have you ever seep my brother?.. he's awesome!
I'm almost done with my story, then we can flirt!
Does my hair look O.K.?
Mellow out.
Bob Neal grade hard? You're kidding!
Don't answer that line, it's only ackertising.
Where's the photographer and the typesetters?
Do you have any comments on that Mary Ellen?
by Berke Breathed
QUICK ...SAY,
"MA , I CAVE YOu AU-
1146 MOR6 FOR 14056
GOOFY UTILE 1HING5
YOU DO. '
-
•
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Maine Campus. Friday, December 10, 1982
Beth, have a good vacation
remember me always when you
play Messiah.
Love, Lamb chops
- -To the future Mass. StATE
Governor- Thanx for a great
semester. Here's to all the fun
times: to the wine that never was,
to a 72 scene and the 'link -one',
to sleeping in a triple, to massive
depressions and exams, to late
night discussions, ` to the natural'
and `to the max', to finding
marshmallows in my robe, to istr
drums', to getting up in the
morning, to climbing in at 4 and
6 in the morning, to doing
laundry (finally), to jogging
scenes, to tail-watching, to
getting only A's (B's are
respectable, • C's are not in my
vocab), to hyper-space and the
'Mission', to getting blitzed, to
being short-sheeted and 'Coked',
to Cheap Trick (She's Tight!), to
future riches and ambitions, to
drugs, to being chauffeur and
your driving abilities, to all your
'finals', and to a better semester
next year. Vive la Prance et aussi
toi!
From the Future U.S.
Ambassador to Canada
PERSONALS
Crocodile-
/ Psyched for Christmas Break
with you. "Hell" this is
summer, Heaven this winter. See
you later! Love,
Your alligator in 123
To:
Thomas, Vicky, Beth, Sheeny,
Julie, Gary, Larry, Rhonda,
Vicki, Robin, Jesse, Beth,
Marianne, Linda, Sarah, Donna,
Lisa, Elaine, Barb,_ Oliver,
Cindy, Karen, John, Mara, and
everyone else 1 have Known this
semester!
Merry Christmas, and
thank you from
Greg K.
To Kim-bi
We so enjoyed your forthright
and direct introduction last
Friday in the Den. Sorry we
scared you off- we could've
changed your whole outlook on
life. Let's try again this Friday.
You bring the baby oil and we'll
bring the parachute cord.
Mike and Frank
In And o,
Life is strange. Kathy is having
envious dreams. Bonnie is
giggling- alot! Sue's invisible
now that Ben's been gross. Laura
has stars in her eyes and Heather
has a clue; she's a sister. Beck is
googoo eyed and Rick owes me a
card. Tony is going to LOSE! Jo,
stop making me laugh!
Love ya all
Kara
Dear "Red",
I wish you well on Finals and
hope Christmas blesses you as
much as you've blessed me all
semester! Gen. 31:49.
Love, M.A.G.I.C.
Kathy-
Christmas Eve will be the
toughest... bat in mind and heart
we'll be together. Gear up for
Times Square.
I love you,
-nor-
Merry Christmas
Kerni aLid Chris
Merry Christmas: Kerni and
Chris, love from, Your Favorite
Roommate. "I'm getting nuttin'
for Christmas"
Nantz-
Thanks for sleeping with me.
Peter
Petey-
-Thanks for sleeping with me.
Nantz
_Greg and Gerry-
Get psyched for vacation and
more parties in Bucksport! Let's
all go running on the shore path
in Bar Harbor Sometime soon!
I'm almost up to your level!
Love and kisses. Mary Ellen
1 South Hart Hall-
Have a great vacation (but
pass your finals first) and we'll
see you in 83! Remember, I'm
hopefully graduating in May, so
we'll have to chock up the good
--times next semester!
Love. Mel—on (Your R.A., in case
you forgot)
SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT
DURING THE HOLIDAY BREAK:
YOU COULD STUDY AT A CANADIAN
UNIVERSITY NEXT YEAR!
FOR INFORMATION AND APPLICATION,
STOP BY CANADA HOUSE,
160 COLLEGE AVENUE,
WHEN YOU RETURN TO pRONO.
APPLICATION DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 15
Good Luck with your Exams!
Happy Holidays!
••••
•
To the new head honcho-
You are missing a great time
down here as we are putting this
mess together. I just moved a
chair with Peter Weed on it.
Can you believe it? It is
mamzing the things you can do
when you put your mind to it.
Melon
Scan,
Have a nice weekend. But just
remeber, we aren't running a
"wayward" home.. .or are we?!
Lots of Love,
Ta soeur
•
Nancy- .
1 don't know anything. I admit
it. Tom
Bill-
The countdown continues. Only
a few more days and we'll both
be home for a great vacation.
Meet me under the mistletoe!
Love Michele
ex-President Richard Nixon will appear at UMO this April as a featured
speaker of the Distinguished Lecture Series.
ak: 31.5W.W.AN.ff.iiFSCOWS60.01.03"0700:ii.W.rfSVSS.ffS42/0
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Dee Dee, Since you have taken in
good humor all of Santa's jokes,
he has decided to give you a great
present sunday. S.
Derbingle, .
Merry Chnstmas. Have a nice
-
day. Sorry, Tom Selleck can't fit
into your stocking! S.S.
'Lynne Kaulback,
Your secret Salta wishes you a
merry Christmas and have a great
day today!
PERSONALS
To the class of 82.5 Foresters, to
the Apical Meristetrit4 -may the
forest be with you. FTD STP SW
Rose,
1Phas been a great three months.
I will always remember you. I
wish' you an easy and happy life
in Florida. Merry X-Mas:
-Love,Ken.
ZoAnne,
If you would get Cliffs Notes you
-
have more time for me. Wamia-
come to my room and look at my
pictures? ,
Dad,
1-lave a Merry Christmas ,and a
Happy New Year. Hope Santa
remembers that we have been
good! Love, "The Guys" 
Phil- You Stud, this is it. I'm
getting outta here!
Chris Cook,
You Secret Santa wishes you a
Merry Christmas.
P.N.,
Merry Christmas. 1 love you.
J.K.
Bashful:
Every time I see you, your head is
buried-in a book. Why don't you
go to the bookstore and get Cliffs
Notes? They'll make those tough
lit assignMents easier to
understand, and they'll give you
a great review. Throw down
those chains and come out with
me! Interested.
Punkin,
Love ya 'forever. Hey nit and wit,1
I love_you too! Dunkin
Helen, Ellen, and Wendy,
Thanks for being terrific
daughters. Alpha Chi wouldn't
be the same without you! Love,
"Mom"
Merry Christmas Sherree Lee,
Thanks for being such a great
friend! ILY(111're a--doll! See ya
soon, Love, Sharie Lou
K.F.B.- only 21 days left until
-Happily Ever. After"!! 143 -
Princess STels
Mary Anne, Don't you have to
open up the Bangor Mall? Happy
Birthday! Love and roses. Mary
(hyphen) Anne
To my special friends of
Cumberland- especially 2nd:
Thanks for the memories
never forget any, of you. Love,
Cath
Zoanne, Pick up those chains and
come out with me.Amazed
Janet,
This is it! Your Secret Santa has
exposed you. I just can't resist
good little girls from New Jersey.
Love, S.S.
Merry Christmas. to-, all my
brothers and sisters at Alpha
Gamma Rho. Especially John,
Anne and Jay. Love always,
Sandy
GLENDA THE GOOD WITCH
- 8A, How about a pajama party
next semester? Your lunch mate.
Well Robin, here it is. My last
shot at the personals. I remember
once when I was a fat little four-
eyes I always wanted to have a
sweetheart like you. I never
thought I would be so lucky
though. I love you more than
ever! Don.
Cindy,
Youte got cat class and cat style.
You're the best and I love you
lots! Love,Sandy
Karen,
Hey buddy.. .Good luck on your
final exams. I miss you! Happy
Holidays! Love,"Adventures in
Travel"
Nancy and Len Price, Thanks for
being the best mom and dad on
the whole campus! Have a Merry
Christmas! Love, your kids in
Corbett.
Ernestine:
The Grapes of Wrath can be sour
indeed! Why don't you go to the
bookstore and get Cliffs Notes?
They'll help you understand what
you .read, and they give a great
review. Then you'll have more
free time for me! I've got a cold
bdttle of Ripple.. .care to share?
Julio
Apt 52,
I'll miss ya all next semester. But
I won't be far, come visit and I
will too. Merry Christmas
friends. Beasley 
limbo, I'll miss you next
semester and your words of
wisdom. Go for it and have
agood time but come back and
visit. And whatever you do, don't
ge caught with your pants down-,
love, Ronnie.
Glenn Pike Where are you?!?
Sure, you're down there at
Northeastern taking real courses
while we're up here worrying
about if we'll have enough money
to make photo-copies. Have a
Merry Christmas Pal! Love, Don
and Robin
Ask me if I know what day it is?
Go ahead, ask me! To the bestest
roommate in the whole-wide.
world. Have the greatest
Birthday ever. I love ya, Zanne.
Leaving loved one for the
Holidays? Give one something to
remember you by. Send the
dancing bear with your parting
words on a balloon bouquet. 866-
7055.
Gooba,
I'll be thinking 'bout you this
weekend. Looking forward to
next week.. Remember the 12th?
Good Luck. Y.G.P.F.
Deb: What's this I hear about
you monkeying around on semi-
formal night!?! Captain Chaos.
Happy Birthday Men -Mary.
Always, Nantz.
Scotty-
You're one in a million. Good
luck the rest of the semester and
see you after Christmas!N.
Don,
Merry Christmas to you and your
new wife. Love, J.S.R.
Dad,
Merry Christmas and don't work
too hard for "nutting". ,Love,
-ER7
Deb,
I don't believe you're leaving me!
How could you do this? I wish
you a great life kid. Have fun at
UNH. Love, Don
Jesus loved you enough to die for
you. How much do you love
Him?
Kenny Dearest- I don't do
harems- I'm a courtesan. Guess
who.P.S. look it up!
Charlie,
If you truly love me we'll find a
way to work this out. I still love
you. Love, Valerie.
ZoAnne,
I can't say that it hasn't been fun.
I'm really not all that wierd.
Maybe I'll drop in sometime and
let you beat me with a devil dog.
Don.
Nugget-
I'm really going to miss you next
semester but keep in touch and
I'll join you in June. Love lots,
Nantz.
Jack P.,
We are History - Hope you
enjoyed us! PW, DW
Dumptrucks,
Thanks for all the fun, the
backrubs, the love and support.
Happy one month. I love you so
very much. Buckets 
Wanted: 2 bedroom apartment
within walking distance,
reasonable rent. Contact Tracy
T. 7638 or Annie K. 7357.
Tim,
Bright lights adorn a fragrant fir
like your tree, far away. Though
I alone will deck the halls, your in
my heart to stay.-Merry
Christmas, Sweetheart- Love,
Kathy. P.S. See you and Ralphie
the 27th!
You're Forgiven:
I told youto bringTho-k, but you
brought Cliffs Notes. Sorry it
took me so long to discover what
a great idea that was. Cliffs Notes
made it easy to review and my
test grade was super. Let's do it
again and I'll bring the pizza. but
please try and remember the
Cliffs Notes. Enlightened
Terri,
Champagne Strawberries &
Sherbet are here awaiting your
return. Quaesiui Bona Tibi,
Andrew
Goody B-
Follow the yellow brick road.
There's no place like home. If I
only had a brain. Aegnaus
To Pauline, Merle & Mrs.
Wilson. Thanks for all that
you've done - we really
appreciate it. Have a Merry
Christmas! Love, 4-S Hart
Happy B-Day! The 17th is your
late present- my early one. Hope
all your birthday wishes came
true. Sheltie
Merry Christmas & Happy New
Year Shellie Lynn, Cathy, Andi,
Rocky, and Andrew. Love,
Android.
Happy Holidays to York
Complex Residents.- Joyce and
Paul Harris.
Chris:
GoOd luck in the Big Apple
Chris 'Kringle
V
rif 
—
Hey C.P.,
How about a gallon of OREO ice
cream for Christmas? Love ya
kiddo! Your roomie.
Hey KP,
Roses are red,
violets are blue,
your Secret Santa,
is thinking of you.
Merry Christmas, Love S.S.
Q.
This season is meant to bring
cheer,
but that's something you do so
well,
all through the year.
The "Perfect Couple" That's the
way it is and the Ntay it always
will be - forever. I love you.
Sal and Bishop,
You have a great style that no
one else possesses!
Love, One of Your Fans
Lisa,
Lisa,
It's been a great semster! Thanks
for being such a terrific
roommate. Happy Birthday and
Merry Christmas. Love, Sharon
Dopey,
I care so much about you! Just
remember that,O-Kl? Love,
Knappy P.S. "MONKEY"
To "The Coop":
you stags really do it to me!
Good luck on your finals and
have a Merry Christmas. To
C.B.- Don't get too tagged this
break or I'll knock you out!
Love, M.A.
Charlie's Angels
Hope you have a super, X-mas
- - •break
Bosley
ome on al • oufne. Get
PSYCHED for the formal. It'll
be great.
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AFTER DECEIVIBEg17,THIS MAY BE THE ONLY WAY YOU CAN SEE THE WHO.
CAMPUS ENTERTAINMENT NETWORK PRESENTS THE WHO: THE FINAL CONCERT.BROUGHT TO YOU BY SCHLITZ-"THE TASTE THAT ROCKS AMERICA."
Schlitz Beer brought The WHO to 32 citiesthis year. And now, Campus EntertainmentNetwork, with the support of Schlitz, bringsyou The WHO, live, December 17 for what
may be the last time.
A LIVE eilW
 
CEN Colleges enjoy many unique entertain-
ment events like The WHO presented live via
satellite. You can share in this historic event
With millions of WHO fans at CEN campuses
and large screen concert video centers every-
where.
SATELLITE PRESENTATION
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT YOUR STUDENT ACTIVITIES BOARDOR YOUR LOCAL ROCK RADIO STATION.
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